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Bookstore policy
angers professors

February showers

Spartan price changes ’out of line’

Kenneth Kwok Daily staff

photographer

Cinni Derbin. Pat Siemens, Maine Wy ble and Trudy Resur dal shower in front of Wahlquist Library South. The bride
rectum n share a laugh si hile opening presorts at Derbin’s bri- and her friends w ork at the Office of tdmissimis and Records.

It Edwin Acevedo
Daily staff writer
A library science Instructor got upset when
the Spartan Bookstore charged more for textbooks than the suggested price in the publisher’s
catalog.
According to a bookstore manager, book
prices often change after the catalogs and Books
in F’rint come out.
Terry Crowley. a library science professor.
said that he periodically browses through the
bookstore comparing listed catalog prices to the
bookstore price. While browsing, he learned that
the books for his classes were priced higher than
in the catalog.
"It’s way out of line." Crowley said
"Looking at the hooks that I’ve come across, it
seems to he smaller publishing houses, publishing societies and non -trade union books’’
Marjorie Dry sdale. Spartan Bookstore textbook manager, said it is the policy for the
bookstore to mark its prices up 25 percent higher
than the invoice price. This i a consistent mark
up. she said, regardless of any publisher discount.
For example. Drysdale said, it a publisher
gives a 10 percent discount on it textbook, the
bookstore takes the price down to what it paid
and marks up 25 percent. lithe publisher gives a
40 percent discount. however, the bookstore still
takes the price it paid and marks it up 25 percent.
Drysdale said the invoice price is sometimes higher than the price listed in the pub-

fisher’s catalog or Books in Print
"It’s like a new car," she said Ihe minute you dnve off, the price changes. The minute
the catalog or Books in Print comes out, the
price changes Whatever we’re invoiced for.
that’s what we deal with
"Basic References Sources.- by Ronald
Powell and Margaret Taylor. is priced in the
publishers catalog at $01.50 and sold in the
bookstore for $23.10. "Guide to Reference
Books," by Eugene Sheehy is listed at $65 in the
catalog and sold for $69.35. "Business Information Sources." by Loma Daniell!, is listed at 140
and sold for 1.42.65.
However. Crowley is most upset about
"Business References Sources," by Daniells.
which is marked inside the book to sell for $1tt
hut was sold for SI1.55 in the bookstore.
Ron Duvall, general manager of Spartan
Shops, the organization that owns the bookstore.
said that its policy is to sell prepnced hooks at
the listed price.
Duvall said that because of thr large number of hooks the bookstore deals with, some mistakes can slip through.
"If his books are priced incorrectly, he
should have come to me and gp.en me the opportunity to correct it," Drysdale said.
Drysdale acknowledged that mispricing has
happened in the past. but it usually went in favor.
of the student. She said that with a receipt. the
See BOOKS, page 5

Crowded classes infuriate teachers

By Deborah D. Kerr
Daily staff writer
Murray Suid. part-time English teacher, is mad.
He is just one of many SJSU instructors who came up short in the classroom
game.
"I have 30 students in a mom for
15.- he said of Room 130 in Hugh Gillis Hall. "My students are out in the
hall. A lot are on the floor. The room is
slated for 25, hut you can’t possibly get
more than 20 in there."
"I’m just a part-timer who may not
be here next year.- he said. "I’ve heard
that even veteran teachers who know
the ropes can’t get their classroom arrangements changed."
According to Dr. Ken Blase, journalism department chairman, classroom
scheduling problems in his department
this year are worse than ever before.
"I think the problem is more severe
this semester because . . . in this entire
university, academic scheduling cannot
find another larger class," Blase said in
reference to an advertising class which
was assigned a room too small for its allotted enrollment.
Elizabeth Herrera. scheduling coordinator for the offices of space management in facilities planning, said her records indicate that Suid’s assigned room
can seat 36. Herrera also said she had
no indication the mom was a drafting
room.
According to Herrera. the process of

cat-opus. Running across the campus in
10 minutes, loaded down with hooks.
papers, and audio-visual supplies, affords her no time to stay after class and
meet with students.
"It’s a race to get there and a race to
Murray Suid,
get hack.- Sayre said. "There’s no
Part-time English teacher time for them after class or before to
talk to me.’’
Ironically. Sayre said she has another
"In the Spartan Complex. I was copywriting class of 15 in a Duncan
scheduled at the same time as another Hall Science mom which seats 60.
If there is a scheduling problem. Hercourse
English fix foreign students." she said. "Scheduling told both rara said teachers should go through the
proper channels, such as their deof us we were there.
partment secretary, or department
With the intervention of her department chairman, academic scheduling chairperson, who would then bring
postponed the English class until after the complaint to her office. "We’re
still having reqests for room
Sayre’s dispersed, she said.
"They also scheduled me for a copy- changes." she added.
According to Dr. Alan Freeman,
writing class that has 25 in a mom for
20. We literally sit on top of each director of space management since
Dec. 4, each school is given a cerother,’’ she continued.
These scheduling errors have caused tain allotment of rooms to be divied
up among departments by the indiproblems for her classes, Sayre said.
For instance, many of her rooms are not vidual schools. If a room is unused.
wired for her audio-visuals she needs the space defers back to his departfor the type of advertising classes she ment for reallocation.
"We get requests front departteaches. "Having no screens or plugs is
ments on classrooms and they tell us
really a handicap," she said.
Moreover, she said students com- the approximate enrollment. We
plained that it’s hard to take notes when allot space based on what they give
us." Freeman said.
there’s no place to write.
We would never take a class that
Her biggest handicap, she continued,
is the fact that her classes are scheduled has 30 people in it and assign it to a
back-to-back on opposite sides of the room with 15 stations."

’My students are out in the hall. A lot are on
the floor. The room is slated for 25, but you
can’t possibly get more than 20 in there.’

assigning rooms works accordingly:
Secretaries of the different academic departments submit desired schedules, including preferred days, times, classmoms and projected class sizes to her
office. She then hatches out space based
on the information provided, placing
classes in the requested rooms when
they are open.
"If the rooms they request have already been utilized, we’ll give them
what we have left Herrara said.
One thing Herrara said she noticed
last semester is that a lot of instructors
overbooked. In the case of overbooking. her department (Alen suggests
opening up a new section when no
larger room can be found.
However, Suid’s classnxim was too
small even for the allotted amount to
squeeze into.
The same is true for Associate Professor of Advertising Shay Sayre, who.
in her four years teaching at SJSU. has
never experienced the problems she is
working with this semester.

Kelley Chinn - t), , ,

Murray Sold instructs 30 students in a room designed for 15

Students helping to design the truck of the future

Del Coates
. . design instructor

By Harry Mok
Daily staff writer
Today’s highways are ruled by big
diesel trucks that haul freight across the
country..
Big and cumbersome, trucks on the
road today don’t exactly slice their way
through the wind.
But look out, the truck of the 21st
century is on its way and students from
SJSU are helping to design them.

Students in the transportation design
class are working on heavy truck concepts in a project sponsored by the Font
Motor Co.
"It’s helpful for them to do," said instructor Del Coates. whose Design 124
class is working on the protect.
"It gives them expertise that they
don’t have."
The 15 students in Coates’ class will
create three concepts for a new genera-

tion of modular heavy trucks that will
carry the vehicles through to the next
century, according to a syllabus of the
project.
The sleek and futuristic looking concepts in the students’ preliminary drawings are a far cry from what’s on the
road today.
"We want them to stretch.- said
Ford heavy truck designer Robert Barnes in a phone interview from his De-

troit office. ’We want them tel try and
set new standards in the industry and
find new technological advances."
By the end of the semester, the students will have to render a three -tenths
scale foam model of the exterior of one
of the trucks and a full scale mockup of
the interior cab.
Barnes will fly out once a month to
advise and assess the students. He was
on campus Jan. 27 and introduced the

project to the students.
Each phase of the project will he
graded by Barnes and Coates.
Last year. students in the class
worked on a similar project designing a
1995 Ford Taurus also with support
from the company.
This semester’s project will consist ’a
three categories of trucks
a city
delivery truck, a long nose highway
See TRUCKS, page 5

1990-91 budget SIEEE at San Jose State

Funds insufficient for SJSU’s repair backlog
senate meetThis is the first In a three -min senes Evans said at the Feb. 5
looking at why California’s oldest public ing.
university lacks enough funds to operate.
The special repairs priority list includes roof
By Adam Steinhauer
replacements, elevator repairs and heating and
Daily staff writer
ventilation systems maintenance.
Looking at a $21 million backlog of special
Duncan Hall, which holds most of the scirepairs. an SJSU executive called the chancellor’s office’s offering of $223,001) "the most ence classes, is one of the buildings in need of
the most repairs.
worrisome’ ’ part of SJSU ’s budget.
"What you’re seeing now is the birds com"So far we’ve managed to work around eving home to most from keeping that number (the
special repairs allocation) low over so many erything." said Joseph Pessek. chemistry departyears." Exectuive Vice President J. Handel ment director, "But the question is, how long

,a al that last
Pessek said that a failing ventilation system
could create a dangerous situation in a chemsitry
lab.
At a press conference Tuesday. SJSU President Gail Fullerton said."For a number of years,
whenever there was a budget crunch, the special
repairs budget would be slashed before anything
else.
.
"Because such a large pan of our budget is
in personnel dollars. salanes and benefits, and
See REPAIR. page 5

Repair money: needed vs. received

mb 145:
;.
hat S. . CY needed:
$21 million to fix a
backlog of repairs such
as roof replacements,
elevator repairs, heatin
and air conditioning
mair.!enance.

got:
What
$223,000. Money
for the backlog and
future repairs might
come from budget
not
maneuvers but
enough for all projects,
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Letters to the Editor

Change too rapid

By Aldo

This leiter is in response to that of Carlo F Ariani’s that
Appeared in the Feb. 6 issue of the SrxuLai Daily
First of all, Mr. Amin’ is cornett in stating that **the
’greenhouse effect and the osime law depletion are two on-proven ideas
." Science sloes not prose ideas are fact, it
attempts to explain w hal is observed Of IIICaSlifed. taking all
of the evidence into 11. WWII Conclusions are open ended. at
ways open to new thscosenes or evidence that may conflict
with current thinking
Mr. Mani is also true in stating that the earth has a long
history of climate fluctuation. Howe%er, these fluctuations
were often over an extended period which allowed life to
adapt
The current fear is that a rapid change could lead to dis:
ruptions in the populations humans depend upon - - natural
and agricultural as well as human. I also don’t necessarily accept Mr Ananr% argument that "if you believe the earth is a
living organism. then the globe would react to the temperature
’increase by producing clouds which in turn cool the earth." I
Itin familiar ss ith this idea, hut it itself is "unproven." This
idea echoes James I sivelock *. "Gala Hypothesis" which was
embraced by some environmental scientists as showing the
many connections between living (and non -living) elements
. on earth. The idea was also used by some people arguing
believing that the
against pollution control as unnecessary
earth will respond to heal itself.
The earth in some ways is a living organism. Life on the
’whole does respond to change. Using this argument, howasver, one must realise that "responses" don’t necessarily assure humans of a position in the future. Some life perishes and
some prospers to reach a new balance. From the human point
of view, the earth "organism" is doing well when human
prospects are favorable in the long run. Prospects appear best
when the diverse forms of life we depend upon also have a
favorable future.
Mr. Ariani also argues that the soon - to - come overpopulated earth he learned about in elementary school has
never matenali/ed and that the idea, like today’s warnings of
the greenhouse effect and ozone depletion, is nothing more
than left-wing propaganda.
Many people familiar with environmental problems
-would argue that the earth is indeed overpopulated. The rapid
loss of wildlife habitat through human conversion to agricultural lands and space for dwellings, leads me to believe that the
earth is overpopulated with humans. By "overpopulated," I
don’t mean to say that all people horn from this minute forward will go hungry: I mean that some people will continue to
be malnourished, and that continued population growth will
lead to further kiss of wild lands and innumerable species that
will perish with them. The loss of these species, each unique,
could have incalculable ecological costs, and mean the loss of
priceless economic benefits in the long run.
Mr. Ariani’s fear seems to he that spending money and
using resources now to prevent problems that may not exist
will cost America dearly. However, one cannot ignore the
possibility of having "proof’ only when the problem is serious.

I especially find fault with Mr. Ariani’s assertion that "if
capitalism is allowed in Brazil, then the forests will still exist
for another century." It would be nice if capitalism allowed
these forests to exist for longer than a century, hut currently,
most capitalist corporations involved are mainly interested in
Maximising their profits in the short term. Thus, forests may
not exist in a century if current politics continue.
Many envinmmental researchers agree with Mr. Ariani’s
belief that conservation and a strong economy are not mutually exclusive. Increased use of recycled and reused materials would reduce pollution, conserve resources and save
money. Conservation laws aimed at establishing minimum
energy efficiency standards for everything from home appliances to cars to industrial equipment would serve to save energy and money. Conservation can lead to increased competitiveness for firms that practice it, as well as the jobs Ariani
wishes to see created.
.
Finally, striving to maintain, if not enhance, the earth’s
well-being, in effect raises our standard of living.
Eric Olsen
Senior
Biology.

Search for romance harder than it seems
Little Brian Gibbons never had a
chance.
He put up quite a fight but it was to
no avail. He begged for his freedom but
it was hopeless.
That day back in second grade when I
tackled Brian on the playground, he was
mine. I didn’t let him up until we were
officially "going around."
Those were the days. Getting a boyfriend was so easy hack then. Today’s
consenting adults are discouraged from
using that "me Tarzan, you Jane" grabthem -by -the-hair-and -drag -them-back+
o-the -cave approach.
Passing notes was always an effective
way of letting someone know you were
interested. Little heartfelt missives
asking the all-important question
"Do you like me? Check yes, no or
maybe."
It was sweet when we were young.
But now it would be a little strange. I
can only imagine the look I’d get from
that hunk in in the newsnxim if I tried
that tactic. Public humiliation not being
my thing, it would be better to try something else.
Involving a third party was a great
way to get together with someone without taking too much risk. Just have a
friend ask the babe-in-question what he
thinks of you.
There was of course, one unbreakable rule for the go-between: do not say

REPORTERS’ FORUM

BY STACY OLSEN

that I like him, unless he says he likes
me first.
This childish approach to getting a
date is still common with adults. It lets
you save face if the person thinks you’re
dirt, but it’s pretty chicken.
Even if you’re lucky enough to make
a love connection without any scheming. you’re not out of the jungle yet. As
we get older, romance gets more complicated.
It becomes a game, or to he more
exact, a war.
Strategy, evasive moves, attacks, retreats and spies all play a crucial part in
the dating war. The battlefield of broken
hearts is strewn with the bodies of those
soldiers of love who didn’t have what it
took to survive the fight.
I’ve had my bloodied body dragged
off the battlefield enough times to won-

Racism or affirmitive action?

With all the time and effort romance
requires, it should pay minimum wage,
or at least be worth three units a semester.
I don’t mean to be too cynical. I
know that deep, meaningful, long-lasting relationships exist. But if I don’t
find one soon, I may regress to pouncing on unsuspecting prey.
You’ve been warned.
Stacy C. Olsen is a Daily staff writer

Nineteen murders in the first 35 days of 1990,
all but two by gunshots, threaten to make this one
of the bloodiest years ever in Oakland. While guncontrol laws can’t stop all crime or violence, a
worthy new bill may curb at least some of the awful
carnage in the streets of California cities.
Under current law, people may purchase rifles
and shotguns without any waiting period. Buyers,
can walk into a gun store, buy the weapon, walk out
and kill someone.
This week the state Senate should pass a law.
that may help prevent crimes by people who legally,
buy rifles and shotguns with the intent of commit-.
ting mayhem. The bill, scheduled to come up fort
vote on Thursday, would require buyers of legal ri-:
ties and shotguns to observe the same 15-day wait-.
ing period and background check that buyers of:
handguns already go through.
The law will cost the state little to enforce. Just
like prospective handgun purchasers, people want-.
ing to buy a rifle or shotgun would pay a $4 fee tO:.
cover the cost of the background check.
And although it would not stop murders com-.
mitted by criminals who buy their guns on the black
market, the law will be well worth the effort if it
saves even a few lives. Law-abiding gun purchasers
will gladly wait their 15 days to make that possible
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Another bit of advice I’ve received is
to always wait for the other person to
call you. When they do, never return
the call immediately. And if they say
they’ll call at a specific time, go shopping for a few hours. Don’t give the impression that you’ve been waiting by the
phone. But be careful, if you overdo it
the phone might stop ringing.

The (Oakland) Tribune
on proposed gun-control law
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Or maybe I’m just a romantic.
Whatever the reasons, you had better
have a battle plan if you want to wage a
war. One of the rules is to never act too
interested. It makes you look desperate
and puts you on the disadvantage from
the start. Don’t play too hard to get,
however, or you will seem frosty and
stuck up.

way people dress is a major way
THE
people establish an "image." To set up
dress codes is to clone people. How
exciting can it be when you see everyone
dressed alike?
If certain clothing items can be banned
because they are associated with gangs then
the policy can also be extended to clothes that
display symbols of nationalities, fraternities,
sororities, anything.
If bandanas can be seen as possibly
causing gang fights, shirts or sweaters with
these symbols can also cause fights among
rival nationalities or rival fraternities. Fights
rarely materialize though. Everyone
understands that the symbols or colors that we
may choose to wear are nothing more than
statements of personality.
Being forced to wear certain types of
clothing forces everyone to be clones. We will
all show up in nice dress pants and nice
dresses and act like good little boys and girls.
But the hate sentiment we may have for
someone is still there and if we want to beat
someone up it doesn’t matter if they are
weanng a certain bandana or not. Hate does
not stern from clothes.
With all the complaints about the drop
out rate in our nation’s high schools and low
graduation rates, we should be happy that
these "predisposed gang kids" are going to
school at all. If they wish to affiliate with a
gang or with a chess club, they should be
allowed to wear clothing which displays the
affiliation.
Aldo Maragoni is the Editor in chief

Other Viewpoints

Editor.
Ms. Reynosos’ ignorance seems to verity this "toxic"
quip I once overheard in a discussion:
When whites discriminate, it’s called racism.
When minorities discriminate, it’s called affirmative action.
Let’s prove her wrong.
Joe Laus
Senior
Administration of Justice
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der why I’m always so willing to charge
hack in. Maybe it’s the excitement, the
thrill of the chase.

high school kid in the Bay Area
APOOR
has recently been suspended from school
for the second time in a week. He didn’t
start a fight. he didn’t steal anything, he really
didn’t do anything. His school principal
suspended him for wearing a bandana. Not
any bandana though. a red one.
According to the principal, the color red
is associated with a certain street gang in that
city. He felt that lithe student wore the
bandana at school, it would start agang fight.
What this principal has done i s
implement a plan that prevents any student
from wearing "gang clothing" to school. Just
what is gang clothing has never been
explained. If you look around actually, we are
all wearing clothing that gang members wear
or may wear.
Take jeans. for example.
We all have them and we all wear them.
They are as American as apple pie as the line
goes. But they are also a major part of the
dress of gangs all around the state and the
country. Does that mean we are all gang
members?
I personally like the color blue and have
lots of clothes and a handkerchief of that
color. But again, there are some gangs that
wear blue as its symbol. I guess I’m a member
of that gang too.
A simple silver and black jacket with an
insignia from the Raider football team could
also be taken as "gang clothing" because
some gangs have used that symbol to portray
themselves.
A certain type of shoe, a style of hair or a
kind of watch can all be construed as symbols
of gangs but they are also just simple ways of
dressing oneself.

A CC HARC v

Interested in paying SI ,2(X) for the
privilege of sitting for
three straight days in a cramped
sheet -metal cell? California
offers that opportunity to
motorists who contend with a transportation network that is crumbling
as fast as it’s crowding.
Researchers for the Road
Information Program concluded that traffic congestion
now costs the average California
driver approximately $1,200
a year in time and gas. That
nearly a $17 billion debit for
drivers statewide.
The group also discovered
that in 1988 alone, increased
congestion added about 20
minutes to the average California
commute. For the typical
motorist. that’s the equivalent (1,
being stuck in gridlock three
continuous days.
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AS. appoints new director;
Cilley to fill the position
It, Harry Mok
Daily staff writer
Since Jim Cilley has been going 1.
SJSU, there have been many cluing,
On campus.
There’s a new Roe Center and
aquatic center, just to name a couple
Now Cilley, appointed Associated
Students director of business Mau% at
Wednesday’s A.S. hoard of directors
ifleeting. wants to give something hack
to the university.
"I’ve benefited from the programs on
campus." Cilley said after attending his
first A.S board meeting. "The university has improved since I’ve been here.
I probably won’t have much impact, hut
hopefully I can contribute a little."
A.S. President Scott Santandrea recommended Cilley for the position, and
the appointment was approved on a 6-0
vote with no discussion. Cilley takes
over for Gabriel Miramontes who resigned Jan. 31.
"Obviously the need was there."
Santandrea said. "He’s qualified and I
introduced him around to the other directors. So it wasn’t like he was an unknown quantity."
AS. Vice President Jim Walters also
felt that the position needed to he filled
quickly.
"We’re just glad to get somebody,"
he said.
Walters said that last semester there
was a lot of argument about who had
the authority to recommend appointments, which is why it took months to
till open positions. He said it is the A.S.
president’s job to make recommendations.
"It’s Scott’s job. He could recommend a dog if he wanted to."
Despite the lack of debate on the appointment. Walters felt Cilley was a
good choice.
Cilley and Santandrea are both members of the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity
and rushed together in the fall of 1987.
They also worked together at Nordstroms.
"Of all the applicants we had, Jim
was by far the best for this job," Santandrea said.
Cilley, 23, is graduating in May with
a degree in finance. So his time on the
hoard will be limited to one semester.
"1 want to leave a budget that is intact and workable.
Cilley said.

JIM Cilley
. A.S. director ilbsiAiness affairs
"Hopefully it will he the hest for everylaxly to he able address needs."
"We were looking for someone who
knows his was around a budget and can
take some political heat." Santandrea
said.
’s appointment still leaves three
positions unfilled on the hoard open.
Resigning along with Miramontes
were Tim Morley, director of sponsored
programs: Jeff Realini, director of personnel and Beckie Six, director of community affairs.
Santandrea said he has 10 applications for the positions and is in the process of interviewing.
His first priority will be to hire a director of personnel to help fill the other
positions and the election board, he
said.
The election boatd organizes the
spring elections for elected A.S. positions.
Cilley found his first board meeting a
little "overwhelming."
’There are a lot of things I’m not
abreast of yet, but I’m looking forward
to it.’ he said.
Cilley said he is interested in the direction the university heads and feels
students should be more aware of what
the A.S. does with the fees it collects.
"The A.S. is the governing body of
the students." he said. "It decides him
money is spent for improvements. Ws a
significant amount of fees.’’
After graduation, Cilley isn’t sure
what he wants to do but is thinking
about going to law school.
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TODAY
JEWISH STUDENT UNION: Reception with
professors 3 p m to 5pm SU Almaden
Room Call 286-1531
WING CHUN MARTIAL ARTS CLUB: In.
struction demonstration 4 30 to 5 30 p in
and 7 to 9 p m In front of SPX 89 Call 5782328
CAMPUS MINISTRY: The Road Less
Traveled discussion group 4 30 p in
Campus Christian Center (10th and San
Carlos) Call 298-0204
TUESDAY
SAILING CLUB AND RACING TEAM: General meeting 730 pm SU Pacheco
Room
PUBLIC RELATIONS STUDENT SOCIETY
OF AMERICA (PRSSA): February Monthly
Meeting. 630 pm. SU Guadalupe Room
Call (415)656-5853
AIESEC: General Meeting. 6 p m . BC 208
WING CHUN MARTIAL ARTS CLUB: Instruction Demonstration. 7 to 9 p in . in front
of SPX 89 Call 578-2328
CYCLING CLUB: Crucial fund-raising meeting, 6.30 pm, S.U. Montalvo Room Call
292-2511.
SOCCER CLUB: Practice Indoor, New
members welcome. 5 15 p m., SPX 44. Call
924-8570.
CHICANO LIBRARY RESOURCE CENTER: Brown Bag Seminar. ()fella Melendez
presentation on -Hispanic Women in the
Arts,- noon. Wahlquist North (Room 307)
Call 924-2707 or 924-2815.
ASIAN
AMERICAN
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP: Fellowship meeting. 7 p in
Spartan Memorial Chapel. Call 224-4526
MARKETING CLUB: First general meeting.
3:30 p m.AS Council Chambers Call 2813161.
WEDNESDAY
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Brown Bag
lunches, noon. S U Pacheco Room Call
924-5931
S.A.F.E.R. (Student Affiliation For Environmental Respect): Meeting, 5 p.m . Dudley Moorhead Hall (Room 235A). Call 924

5468
B.P.A.A.: Batoon Bonanza at day 7th
Street Call 295-6192
MECFIA: General Body Meeting 6 p m
WIN 307 tChicano Library Resource Center) Call 275-8033
WING CHUN MARTIAL ARTS CLUB:
Meeting Instruction 4 30 to 5 30 p m in
front of SPX 89 Call 578-2328
THURSDAY
SOCCER CLUB: Meeting New Members
Welcome 12 30 pm SU Pacheco Room
Call 924,8570
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM
Brown Bag
Lunches noon Administration Buiding
(Room 223) Call 924-5931
FRIDAY
SOCCER CLUB: Practice Indoor. New
Members Welcome 5 15 p m SPX 44 Cali
924-8570
euiLYT ENGLISH SOCIETY: Valentine s Day open reading iTopic love good
and bad). 230 pm Faculty Office Building
Room 104 Call 272-3505
SJSU FOLK DANCE CLUB: Intl Folk
Dance Class, 8 pm -9 pm (teaching). 9
p m 11 p m (Requests). Women s Go"
Spartan Complex, Am 89 Call 293-1302
287-6369
A.S. PROGRAM BOARD: Reggae concert
with Joe Higgs, Zulu Spear and Uprising. 9
p.m.. S U. Ballroom. Call 924-6261
OTHER
DELTA SIGMA Pt fA COED BUS FAA -

Cruise $hlp .jobs

TIMM: Recruiting New Members Feb
9 through 16 9 a m to 3 p m Bus Btidg 1s1
Floor
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: Co-op orientation 12 30 pm
(Monday Feb 121 S U Costanoan Room
Interview preparation 12 30 pm S U Almaden Room Choosing yOur aviation
arena 1230 p in (both Tuesday Feb 13).
S U Umunhum Room On-campus interview
orientation 530 pm SU Almaden Room
Videotaped practice interviews 12 30 0 m
and 2 p
(all Wednesday Feb t41. IAC
310 Career exploration by computer 11
a in Building Classroom 13 Resume I Resume preparation 2pm SU Costanoan
Room Interviewing for civil engineers 1 30
pm SU Guadalupe Room all Friday.
Feb 161 Call 924-6030

Valentine’s Day
Special !
Copies on 200 Bond Pink
or ( herry at half price

3.5f Each

kinkoss

the copy center
MOS. Third St
481 E. San Carlos St

Because many students are not on
campus every day, Yesternaily provides readers with a recap of the
previous day’s top stories.
President George Bush reaffirmed
support for military spending while
speaking to the Commonwealth Club of
America in San Francisco. He said the
United States should continue its military presence in Europe, reinforce nuclear weapons systems research and increase military involvement abroad for
the war on drugs.
Protesters were demonstrating against
the Bush administration’s stepping up
intervention through Central and South
America.

REFUND
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280-0707
Salad Regularly $1 87
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MaxiTax

Professional Center Building
586 N. First Street, Suite 204
San Jose, CA 95112
(corner of let and Jackson Street)

Open 7 days a week
from 10 am -6 pm
(408) 294-1423

Students/Faculty/Staff

Promotional Specials
Until February 15,1990, you can still get pre-configured II3M PS/2* personal compute’
packages at special savings! Call your local IBM Education Program Coordinator at
Photo & Sound Company for full details on ordering.
cotifisittation #1 1MB RAM, 20MB Fixed Disk (order ah I 79209)

$2,299

1MB RAM, 30MB Fixed Disk (order 111,17/e liii

IBM PS/2 Model 50Z
ciinfiguration #.3-213413 RAM, hOMB Fixed
IBM PS/2 Model 55/SX

$2,799
Disk (order ah I 7421

$3,499
Confioration 04

4MB RAM. 60MB Fined Disk (order #6179212

IBM PS/2 Model 70-E61
IBM PRINTERS:

$4,699

(with .rinter cable)

III
4207/002 Proprinter X24E
4208/002 Proprinter XL24E
4201/003 Proprinter

$399
$549
$669

hoard, IBM Mouse, the 8513 Color Displa ,
1<t’
Each configuration includes the IBM PS/2 Enka
Verslon(except
DOS 4.0, Microsoft Word, Microsoft Windows (286 or 386), Microsoft Excel Academic
Matesys File
Model 30 286), hDC Windows Express, hDC Windows Manager, hDC Windows Color,
Strip.
Power
and
Case
Diskette
Pad,
Mouse
Manager, IBM
(
lut.rnAti..11,111411 r
PrTrint,
trl.
11,1,tort..1 tr
IBM, Personal s,

PHOTO &SOUND
Y
N
A
COMP
IBM EPC Representative: Lorne Beach

(408) 453-6220

INTERNATIONAL
PASSPORT
To Living Abroad
hiternational Uertificate
in Teaching English as a
Foreign Languacie
-4-week intensive
program
.3 -month part-time
evening program
Practicum in teaching
English as a Foreign
Lanauage
Language Teaching Center
St. Giles College(415) 788-3552
?280 Powell Street
San Francisco CA 94133, USA

915’E. JufianSt.

NA:
--WUCfi of LOVE
X -.Street 19th

993-0382

IN UV UPS
ft CHINESE CUISINEFOUL) TO _GO I

Open Daily
11:30am-9:00pm

Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine.
Box Lunches to go
Lunch and Dinner
.Delivery

294-3303 or 998-9427
131 E. Jackson Street
6 blocks north of Santa Clarabetween 3rd and zlib streets.

THE SPARTAN PUB PRESENTS...

IBM " Personal System/2

IBM PS/2 Model 30 286

.:71:1

FAST?

MaxiTax prepares your return and files
it eletronically to I.R.S. on the same day.
We guarantee your refund will be received
in 2-3 weeks , or your money back.
Refund available within 2-3 days.
Preparation fee with electronic filing
for state and federal short forms is
only $25.
Margaret Pha M.B.A. E.A

295-5511

With Any Pizza Delivery

V/SA

YOUR

295-4336

FREE 6 oz. SALAD

HIRING Men- Woman, Summer /
Year Round PHOTOGRAPHERS
TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION
PERSONNEL. Excellent pay plus
FREE travel. Caribbean, Hawaii,
Bahamas South Pacific, MexiCO,
CALL Now ! Call refundable
206-736-0775, Ext. 600 N.

PIv

WANT

3

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student, faculty
and staff organizations at no charge
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom. Wahlquist Library North
Room 104 and at the Information
Center of the Student union Thu
deadline for entries is 10 am No
phone-in items will be accepted

YesterDaily

iiirriondam #2

1990

&Mot terd
Pelson&
Cornputsr
Ofmloi

TUESDAY
NIGHT LIVE!
be there for the debut of our new musi,
series for an evening of jazz with the

EDDIE
GALE
GROUP
Februar). 13, 8:30 pm
A jazz luminary in our own backyard.
Eddie Gale has worked with such pioneers as
John Coltrane, Sun Ra, and Cecil Taylor,
The Spartan Pub welcomes him and his unique
style of traditional and fusion jazz for
a return engagement in conjunction with
African Awareness Month,

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT!
NO COVER CHARGE!

JAZZ
THE EDDIE GALE GROUP
KICKS OFF OUR TUESDAY
NIGHT LIVE SERIES!

4
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Judo team captain gearing up
for 1992 Olympic competition
By Tamara Thomphon
Daily sten wow
It anyone had asked a b-year -old
Milano what he wanted to he when he
grew up, he probably would have said
’a judo master ’
Now, more than 211 years later, the
answer would he the same
Hatano. SJSI I’s judo team captain, is
ranked %mond nationally in the 156pound weight class and is gearing up tor
the 1992 Olympics
Only a week ago he learned that he
was selected by a national coaches’
committee to compete in the West German Open and the Thlisi Tournament in
the U 5.5 It this month.
Hatano said he is looking to place in
at least tine ot the two tournaments.
"I’m working my way up the ladder... Hahmo said.
He will leave Feb. 21 and he gone tor
two weeks.
"It’s going to put me behind quite a
hit" in school. Natant) said.
He’s gone overseas before for tournaments. hut only for a week at a time.
"The extra week makes it a link
tougher to catch up." said Hatano. who
aided that he will try studying on the
. flight and in lire time while he is away.
Hatano returned only two weeks ago
Imm a competition in Japan. He didn’t
place, but said he learned from the experience.
"The more tournaments you’re in.
.the more used to it you get," Natant)
said.
Hatano said that he is currently concentrating on pacing him.self in preparation for the 1992 Olympics in Barcelona, Spain.
He said there is "major competition"

Team owners
soften stance
on lockout
ROSEMONT, III. (API
Baseball
owners Friday reiterated their plan for a
spring -training lockout, hut seemed to
soften their hard-line stance.
"There is no change in our strategy." Milwaukee owner Bud Selig
said. But there is going to he another
meeting with the players on Monday.
and this is going to he a day-by-clay negotiation."
Camps are scheduled to open next
Thursday. Clubs have been told by the
owners not to start spring training unless
an agreement is reached with players on
a new contract.
Selig, chairman of the owners’ Player
Relations Committee, tried to avoid the
word "lockout." When pressed, he
said. "nothing has changed."
Chuck O’Connor, head of the PRC.
said. "the clubs are not free to go to
camp on Feb. IS. The status quo remained."
Commissioner Fay Vincent. who attended the two-hour meeting with owners, said he hoped something could be
accomplished in next week’s bargaining
sessions.
"I’m eager to find a resolution to this
problem. I am trying, in a way I hope is
relevant. tto be useful.
"I am convinced that the efforts will
he very intensive to reach an an agreement in the nearest possible time
frame," Vincent said. "Will that happen? I have no idea."

SPARTAN

SPORTS
tor a spot on the U.S. team, but that he
is hopeful
Ilatano’s main obstacle may be SJSU
assistant ludo coach Mike Swain, who
Lonopetes in the same weight class as
Hawn.
Swain already has Olympic experience under his hell. He won a silver
medal in 1984 and a bronze in 1988.
-Fin just waiting tor him to retire."
Hatanto said or the tnendly competition
between the two.
Hatano said the biggest thing he has
learned from studying judo is respect.
Judo instructors, known to their students
as senseis, are highly thought of and respected.
"You have to give them the respect
they deserve even if you don’t agree
with them all the time," Hatano said.
I)iscipline has also come into Hatano’s life through judo. "I’ve learned to
keep pushing myself more and more.
Hatano said.
"I had no question in my mind," Haunt) said. "I didn’t doubt. I knew that if
I kept it up I would be successful.Hatano said he works constantly to
stay in shape. Whether it’s daily judo
practice, a conditioning run or a freeweight workout, Haunt) is able to get
himself motivated.
"That’s one of my main things. I always try to he in shape," Hatano said.
Part of his effort to keep fit includes
traveling to Japan each summer for
training.
For the past four years. Haunt) has
spent his summers in Japan training at
the International Budo University.
He said he works out with the learn
there and has learned a great deal.
As SJSI.l’s team captain. "I have to

NEED AN EXTRA UNIT?
Its easy! Take Field Studies in Natural Studies in Natural
History’s "the Other California" Program SC earn that unit
while having a great time learning about the natural/cultural
history of the Central and San Joaquin valleys.
Natural Science 152g fulfills the Area B, Part 3, Physical
Universe, G.E. requirement. Two Friday evening lectures
(3/2 & 4/20) and two "overnighters" (3/10-1,4/28-29).
For more information, call or write:
Field Studies in Natural History
Office of Continuing Education
Admin, 107
924-2625

LEARN ABOUT LAW SCHOOL
Informational Meeting and Admissions Fair
Tuesday, February 13, 1990
Time: 6:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Place: HYATT RICKEY’S HOTEL
4219 El Camino Real
Palo Alto, CA
Location: Room Camino B

Weekend scores
to appear later
Results from the weekend’s sporting
events will be in Tuesday’s and
Wednesday’s editions due to production
scheduling. The Spartan baseball team
hosted Cal State Los Angeles for a twogame series on Friday and Saturday
while the men’s basketball team hosted
Utah State on Saturday.

rIt’s late, you’re on campus, and’
you say you want to go

GET
STUFFED!
YOU NEED THE
SPARTAN PUB!
ONE LARGE ONE ITEM
PIZZA and FOUR LARGE
FOUNTAIN SODAS
for only

$10.00
MON - THURS. 730- JO p.m.
VALID UNTIL 2/28/9
THIS COUPON MUST BE
PRESEIVTED UPON ORDERING

he the motivator its hard because not
everyone has motivation every day ."
Natant) said.
"I always try to go as hard as I can,
100 pen:ent he said.
"If I’m not motivated the whole team
won’t he motivated... he added
For Hatano. getting motivated for
ludo is pretty easy.
"I was hooked Inan the beginning.
really." he said.
Haunt,, a senior majoring in physical
education, grew up in Southern California and started in judo at a nearby club
when he wash years old.
In high school, he added wrestling
and excelled in that sport, while still
keeping up with his judo.
After wrestling all four years of high
schixd. Milano was given a wrestling
scholarship to California State University, Fullerton.
After a year and a half at Fullerton,
Hatano said he realized he had no career
in wrestling. He switched hack to judo
as his main sport and came to SJSU.
"There’s no other school that I would
have gone to for judo. There was no
other place where I could get the training I get here," Hatano said.
He added that he started winning a lot
more matches after being in the SJSU
program for a while.
"Judo is like a lifelong thing. I have
a long-term goal. In wrestling there
wasn’t any future for me after college. I
have a future in judo." Natant) said.
His future is beginning to look clearer
than ever.
Natant) said he wants to someday
coach his own judo club.
He said he wants to teach young children because "they haven’t learned any
had techniques yet...I would help them
along to learn things the right way instead of trying to go against what they
already know." Hamra) said.
His reason for continuing with judo
as a career is simple.
"I want to put back into judo what it
gave me," said Natant).

An open discussion allows you to talk to the law school recruiter
and pick up application forms and literature on their schools

!QM.’ Judo I eam captain Dan Datum), shown here in the San Jose
Buddhists Judo Club Invitational
"l’ournament, is ranked second nationally in his weight class.

Kelley Chinn

Daily staff

photographer

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION
OR BIG SCREEN TV
PLUS RAISE UP TO $1,400
IN JUST 10 DAYS!
Objective: Fundraiser
Conunitment: Minimal
IS:Loney: Raise $1,400
cost: Zero Investment
Campus organizations, clubs,
frats, sororities call OCMC at
1 (800) 932-0528/1 (800) 950-8472
extension 10

KRAGEN
AUTO
Kragen Auto is now hiring
WORKS for part time, full time and
management trainee posiThe Natan’s Largest Auto Pam Chain
tions. We offer competitive
wages, medical/dental coverage, $500.00 per
year tuition reimbursement, employee
discounts and paid holidays. If you’re looking
for a rewarding and challenging career, come
join the nation’s largest and fastest growing
auto parts chain. For further information,
please call:
Gary Asher at 298-6107

g<egister_for the
Writing Skiffs ’Test
in March
Pay and. _Resister at
Wahl:74.14st Library South
$18.00
Date: March 17th
Dead-Tine: .February 227-tel

faloveritkeal

..

Suggested Retail
Price

Spartan
Price

Save!

$1,799

$899

$900

$3,298

$1,773

$1,525

$3,898

$2,176

$1,722

$4,998

$2,830

$2,168

$6,698

$3,625

$3,073

lou

Macintosh Plus

Mg RAM, 3.5" 800K internal Disk Drive,
Keyboard, System Software,
HyperCard, and FREE intro class.
(Hard Drive Recommended)

PA RTI(’IPATING LAW SCHOOLS:

5.,,./, are
All parts, ipaint ian
California Western
Golden flee
Gontais University
Levels unit (lark t’ollege

1

approved by the American Bar Association
Willamette University
University of San Diego
University of San Francisco
Santa Clara University
Whittier College

Pepperdine
Open to all students and alumni ’f collegesand universities in this area

A.S.
PROGRAM
BOARD
PRESENTS

Macintosh SE 40/2

REGGAE FEST ’90
9 PM Doors open 8 PM
San Jose State University
Student Union Ballroom
18 81 over general admission $8310 door
All students $ti anytime
Funded by Associated Students
Tickets at BASS el A.S. Bus. Office

for more info cal11408) 924-6260
%\)/. -1,

.\

Also the BoneDaddys
Thursday Feb. 15th
Union

(Keyboard Sold Separately)

Ampitheater

12:00 Noon
Free

Macintosh SE/30-40

1 Mg RAM, 3.5" 1.44 Mg internal SuperDrive,
40 Mg Hard Drive, System Software.
HyperCard, and FREE intro class.
(Keyboard Sold Separately)

Friday Feb. 16th

IAFRICAN
AWARENESS
MONTH

2 Mg RAM, 3.5" 1.44 Mg internal SuperDnve,
40 Mg Hard Drive, System Software,
HyperCard, and FREE intro class.

)0E HIGGS

k

ZULU SPEAR
and special gue,i
UPRISING

Student

Macintosh SE 20
1 Mg RAM, 3.5" 1.44 Mg internal SuperDove.
20 Mg Hard Drive, System Software,
HyperCard, and F’REE intro class.
(Keyboard Sold Separately)

Admission

Macintosh SE/30-80
4 Mg RAM, 3.5" 1.44 Mg internal SuperDrive.
80 Mg Hard Drive, System Software.
HyperCard, and FREE intro class.
(Keyboard Sold Separately)

Spartan Bookstore Computer Department
(408) 924-1809

FEBRUARY 7 1990

MONDAY FEBRUARY 12
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Repairs: Funding far from special repair requests
From page I
that the special repairs backlog for suitable Hinkley explained
that the
because you don’t want to say, all 20 CSU campuses is $100 million allocation would take
care of any
We’re going to lay people off or to $200 million.
safety concerns and that neglect of
we’re going to slash payroll or whatHinkley said that the chancellor’s SJSU’s other special repairs needs
ever,’ what tends to happen is supoffice was prevented this year from would not prevent the university
port monies get cut and deferred
funding all of the CSU systems spe- from continuing to function:
maintenance get deferred farther and
"It’s like a car that needs new
cial repair needs by California’s
farther until then you have a crisis
nngs," Hinkley said. "You could
Gann spending limit.
keep on driving that car. The exhaust
The special repairs crisis isn’t inThe Gann limit stipulates against is smoking but you can still
drive
digenous to SJSU. Overall, the enany state budget increases that are it."
tire CSU special repairs budget is
out of proportion with inflation and
Special repairs at SJSU are han$3.9 million for 1990-91. Evans
the state’s population growth.
dled by the department of facilities,
said.
Binkley said that. with CSU’s development and operations, headed
Ted Binkley, chief of plant opera- limited budget, SJSU’s $223.000 by Mo Qayounii.
Qayoumi said that
tions ,,,,rvices for CS!
.1
special repairs allocation was rea- the S21 million backlog only in -

Trucks: Ford sponsors design class
From page!
tractor and a cab-over -engine highway tractor. Interior and exterior designs will be created by the students.
Modularity will make parts from
each category of truck interchangeable.
"The basic cab will be the same in
all three trucks," Coates said. "The
idea is to use as many interchangeable parts as possible. It makes them
. cheaper to make.
. "Aerodynamics will also be very
. important. Trucks overcoming fuel
costs is very important."
Ford will provide materials, in’ eluding paper, rolls of mylar for
. large scale drawings and foam for
. sculpting models, according to
Coates. In addition, $1000 was provided for miscellaneous expenses,
which Coates said could be spent
"on whatever they wanted."
"I would estimate the value in
- materials plus sending a designer out
every month at between $15,000 and
$20,000," he said.

"It’s more than just studying.
We’re actually doing... said Phil
Chang, a junior industrial design
major. "You .earn faster by experience."
Steve Locke, a senior industrial
design major, added, "We’re going
to be dealing with modularity, which
is the way lots of products are designed. It should be a good project."
The students also believe working
with a professional from the industry
is a benefit.
"It should be a great experience
being in direct contact with somebody from the industry," said junior
Jeff Salazar. also a industrial design
major. "We get exposed to them but
they get exposed to us, too."
Ford designers are working on a
similar project to revamp their truck
line. Although the designs submitted
by the students could conceivably be
used by Ford. Coates said this is not
likely.
"Not that they wouldn’t be inIn addition to the project, Ford fluenced and take an idea here and
last week donated $45,000 to the there," Coates said. "But it’s pretty
transportation design program to hard to do something they haven’t
purchase computer graphics equip- seen before.
ment.
"We’re not selling ideas. The obThe students in the class believe ject is to gain experience."
What Ford gets out of the project
the project will give them more experience than normal class work is to give students exposure to a professional environment and educate
would

"I think that in many regards we worth of supplies and services. Fifshould be looked at a little bit differ- teen to 20 opened positions were kit
ently.
Evans said. "We’re an unfilled in order to free up money for
older campus and MC have st HOC he
repair supplies and equipment.
rious problems.’’
Qayounit said, creating a "downBinkley said that the age of ward spiral" in which the special reSJSU’s buildings were "(If no con- pairs and deterred maintenance
sideration" because their roofs, air worsened with fewer people to do
condition parts and floor tiles hase day-to-day custodial and Minnie
all been replaced within the last 10 fiance work
years. Hinkley also said that the
When asked if SJSU could possi
committee took SJSU’s special re- hly allocate more money from anpairs needs and compared and prio- other department for facilities, derized them among the needs of the selopment and operations, Evans
other CSU campuses.
said that state law restricts CSU
Qayoumi said that SJSU requires campuses from such transferences.
more frequent maintenance because
Fullerton said that in the past,
of the age of its buildings. "It’s one bond issues have been made to fund
thing for you to tell me that you’ve the renovation of SJSU buildings,
put oil in your car two months ago," but as the maintenance problems
Qayoumi said. "But that doesn’t haven’t reached a point where any
mean that it doesn’t need oil again." building needs a total renovation,
Qayoumi said that in recent years, Fullerton doesn’t see bonding as a
facilities, development and opera- solution any time in the near future.
tions has had to spend more money
"In all reality." Qayoumi said.
than it was budgeted for special re- "I can’t see this critical list (of spepairs. Qayoumi said that last year. cial repairs) being funded unless
his department "disencumbered" there is some major change
up in
positions to come up with $630,000 the legislature."

dudes the highest priority repairs.
SJSU also has a deferred maintenance backlog of $60 million to $70
million.
"We have been mortgaging the
future," Qayoumi said. "It’s a different form of deficit spending."
Quayoumi also compared the university to a car:
"If you don’t take your car to the
mechanic every so many thousand
miles or so, the car might run for another 5,00(.1 or 20,000. You don’t
know. But it might get you stranded
on the freeway where it’s cold and
it’s raining."
Binkley explained that each CSU
campus’s share of the special repairs
allocation is decided by a committee
who reviews a list of special repairs
needs turned in by each campus. It
then goes to each campus to see special repair needs firsthand.
Evans said that the age of the
SJSU campus, with many of its newest buildings more than 30 years old.
should have played a larger part in
the committee’s decision about
SJSU.

designers, according to Barnes,
"It’s a give and take," he said.
"It gives the students a chance to use
their creative ability. It gives us a
chance to cultivate designers that we
can recruit and hire," Barnes said.
This could be an unlikely situation. Automoble design is a limited
field, according to Coates, with less
than 20 designers hired throughout
the industry each year.
Ford employs 150 designers Seven Second
worldwide and hires "five or six"
new people a year, according to 17bnircorinstas Afros
C2XACA. NEETIA.6 George Valsa, Ford design staff per"That tie less’ rsk...6
sonnel administration manager.
.507we *WM, orkfral
But the exposure the students get
propeR is et sigeoki
may have its benefits. After working
comfi,;(rt se ibe
on the Taurus project last year, two
brow we."
SJSU students are working as interns
at Ford this spring.
Nate Cervantes and Phil Frank left
last week to start work in Ford’s adUN.
vanced concepts studio in Detroit.
FOt ove 1411.04Y RVLast year’s presentation was video
Wig itirafiffSVP
taped and Barnes said "the powers
1114901. REVEZ4bE
that be" were very impressed by it.
Barnes said the scheduling and
presentations will be done the same Funhouse
way they are done at Ford.
"We want to help them become
more professional and get familiar
with terminolgy," he said. "This is
a real industry design project. If they
come up with some good resolutions
people will take notice."
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Aaron Malchow

Books: Overpricing of texts claimed
From page I
bookstore will refund the difference for
books that were overcharged.
"Anytime we have a dispute.with
an instructor, we show him our invoices," she said. "We have nothing to hide."
The books are for Crowley’s class
"Reference and Information Services" which enrolls about 70 to 80
students per semester, he said.
Duval said that the bookstore is a
self-supporting non-profit organization and that all profits made go back

ather California universities charge.
A nine -member board of directors
decides where in the university community any surplus money will go,
provided the reserves have been replenished. The board is made up of
A.S. President Scott Santandrea
three students chosen by Santandrea.
three members of the faculty chosen
by Gail Fullerton, SJSU president,
Dean Batt, the dean of students and
Connie Fauer, executive vicepresident of business and fiscal affairs.

’It’s like a new car. The
minute you drive off,
the price changes.’

Marjorie Drysdale
into the bookstore. The bookstore
iets its own prices but takes into consideration what other bookstores at

BUSINESS CLASS AVAIL. Computer
nysteme duo. fulfills Bus 93 requirement Mission College, Great
America Pkwy & 101 Starts Feb
5,1990
STUDENT SERVICES HAS HEART
Corne to information Dey
February 14.9-2 PM.
Student Union
FREE gifts, baloons, music,

shike. call Joe tor brochure &
Into, 296-5033 292-5962

HELP WANTED

FREE Raffle-Prizes!!
STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL

PLAN

Enroll now! Save your teeth. eyes
and money, too Gloaming* and
office visits st no charge For brochure see A S office (Student
Health Center) or call (408)3716811 In San Jose

NBA

OR MASTERCARD!! Even If
bankrupt or bad credit, We guarentee you cerd or double your
money back Call 1-805-682-7555,
e rt M-1103

AUTOMOTIVE
!SIT TRUE. Jeeps for 941 through the
government? Cell for facts’ 1-312!
742-1142, ext 8115
SIRED CARS. TRUCKS, 4wheetars.
’
TV’s, stereos, furniture, computer. by DEA. FBI. IRS end U S customs Available your area now
Cell 1-905-682.7555. est. C-1255

COMPUTERS
INFERNO BBS
8N1, 300 1200 2400 baud. Macintosh A IBM libraries. 25 phone
lines. mufti -user cnsi (406) 395
3721. 4081 395-5379, (409) 9299035. (415) 964-6083, (415) 8568748

FOR SALE
HOUSE FOR SALE 1 br I he, Mnced
Yd, epic patio, palm walnut plum
trees 11506 Call Julie at 707,994.
9733 Close to campus
MATTRESS

SETS.

BEDS.

NEW!

Twin set 179. full set 1II9 queen
set $139, king sat $179 For both
pieces’ Bunkbeds Stitl. Day beds
S99 5 pc bedroom set $199
Desks $74, dressers 179. chests
946. bed-hem.., Oelivery!! (415)
745-0000
91EPO8SE0 VA & HUD HOMES avail.
able from government from $1
without credit check You repair
Also tax delinquent forecioures
Eel M-1513

Call I -805-6827555.
for repo list
?

36rnm CAMERA Std film color NI-

NADU. 5 Glen Lane. Mamaroneck,
381-5993
(9141
NY
10543
WOMEN, call or writs CAMP
VEGA, P0 Box 1771, Dusbury.

bths dishes etc. Eves. 272-1127
Earn

ATTENTION

money

reading

books! 532 yr income potential
(1) 602-838-8885. eel
Details
BK4250
ATTENTION-HIRING! Gov’t fobs your
area $17,640-969,484 Cell 1-6029394885, art R4250

9300 In prizes!
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
& PRE -OT STUDENTS.
Come 100016-s Social on
Feb 1315, CCB, 210.4:30 PM

dory. Rope.. Sailboarding. Sailing,
Scut.. Soccer Tennis. Track.
WSI. Witterskl, WeIghta. Wood
MEN, call or write CAMP Wi-

60664-01199
HOUSEKEEPER 1 day week (6-8 hr.)
N. Evergreen, S Alum Rock. Duties. vacuuming, beds, laundry, 2

AVON.. Buy or sell Cell me today
(local Avon Rep) & I will send
book to your home or business,
Super speciels for everyone
Shsre the book with family. coworkers A friendo & receive up to
50% off on your own order’ Thank
you Also, good pert -time income
for the holidays Cell JANE .1 25
5942
BUS DRIVER -TEACHER for after school child-care program flours
11 30 AM -5.30 PM with benefits
Call 257.7326 for information Six
units preferred but nol required
CARPENTER FOR RESTORATION
plus near campus Cell
Elm
297-2960 A wadi your own hrs
deCHILD CARE -GROWING CENTER
sk.. employees who can grow
for
opportunity
with us Great
early childhood maim Earn while
12
required
you learn Minimum
unit. Campbell, 5594191
CHILDCARE POSITION AVAILABLE
Seeking loving babysItter to cora
for my one yr old son In my home
on Wednesdays from 7 30 AM 12 30 PM and Fridays from 730
AM-2 30 PM to start immedietely
Must have own transportation
Nonsimoker Salary negotiable
References required Call Debbie
at 2158-7076
staff
CARE
COUNSELOR DIRECT
needed et locat residential MOP
ties for young adults & adoles.
related disacents with autism
bilities
Starting

FT & PT position (well
18-$11 25 hr Call (408)

448-3953
for
HIRING
NOW
C RUISE SHIPS
spring. Christmas and next sum
Call
positions
Many
mer breaks
1.805-6827555, eat S-1062
DRAFTER with auto red experience
near campus Call 297-2960
EARN UP TO 14.000 week by turning
on your answering machine For
information send sell -addressed
stamped envelop. to TODD 1977
Helmgertnet Ln 064. Sen Jose
Ca 95124
EARN 110005 WEEKLY. Stoke $500
for every 100 envelopes stuffed
stamped
Send selt.addressed
envelope to Estra Income Unlim
II
had P 0 Bow 94699 C Mom

KITCHEN HELPER WANTED MINATO
Japanese Restaurant. 617 N 6th
St , JAPANTOWN Call 998-9711
and ask for JOANNE
OFFICE CLERK WNTD for permanent
pan lime work 58 hr answer Stine phone, data entry. type 40
worn, Ming Cell for eppointment
& ask for Rich at 727-0575
PART TIME AFTERNOON. !Mended
care teacher needed at high quality
developmental
elementary

Ma 02332 (617) 9344536
526-180
THE COLLEGIATE DREAM
per hour, part time A dream corns
true
Clearbrook of California
looking for marketing reps
(408)946-1995. Mr Menem

Hacienda Ave
Campbell, 95006, 374-4712

HOUSING

more inforrnatkin

Eng.. Adroln Support & Bilingual
English Japanese positions No

-EMALE CHRISTIAN WNTD lo Or 2
LIDRM apt, pool nr Good Sam
Hoop. 5350,00

MI1,377-9085

OR RENT, large 2 Minn 2 both, remodeled, clean end quiet Security building, on street parking.

Fee, PERSONA, (408)453-0505
SALES-COLLEGE
GRADS-opportu
nfty for individuals with desire lo
build career In the stockbrolterege industry Resume to Boa

care "

GWEN

Earn money for your fraternity,
sorority, club or business by sellsilk-screened T -Shirts wfth
your daskin or logo

CHELGREN,

RE.559-3500, 16115 S
Ave,
SC,
Campbell

TYPING AT REASONABLE RATES
Need our help,
Gustily and accuracy guaranteed
We’re test, dependebis grammar
awere, both college grads Specialty In Science and all English

San Carlos For more infomialion
about activities cell Rev herb
Flrnhaber .1 208.0204

blftini-turnow-mousleche-back
etc) 15% discount to students &
faculty Call before May 31,1990. 9
the 1st appointment is I 2 price
’Unwanted halr dissappeers with

ing

Bascom
-HAIR

Call BRAINSTORM

TODAY GONE TOMORROW’

RESEARCH SERVICES
Tutoring, consuftstion, bfilographIc materials end editing serv-

EXAM

FILES
from
Professors
throughout USA Exam problems
with professors own detailed so.
lotions
Available for 8 engi.

SASH’

many reports and not
enough Nom, RELAX and let ME
do the TYPING!! Resumes, term
papers, theses, letters. etc Grad

Spartan Bookstore (downstairs) &
Roberts Bookstore

message

voice mall service

ABANDON THOSE FRUSTRATIONS’
Trust pro Report., theses. resumes, letters, mailings. etc

you don’t have

gladly

able business erperience and for.
!her
English major
WILL OW
GLEN arse
COMPUTER FAST ACCUPATE near
Hamilton
&
Winchester
Cell
SHIRLEY at 379-3519 12 per pegs

reports,

(4061984-5837
Term Paws
Resume.
These.
Personal Bus
Reports

Proposals

Fast-Erpert.Dependable
Night Saturdays Rush
Located In the
Santa Clams San Jose Area
’SERVICING

YOUR WORD PROCESSING end Graphics needs ’
Cali Kate It Technically Typing
(408) 281-0750
Term papers,
Theetts. etc Laser printer Free
grammar spell puro check Reasonable rates quick turnaround

TYPING

WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS ’REPORTS

THESES RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING
(408)972-1563
TYPING WORD

PROCESSING. fasr.
accurate. reesonable All types of
papers Spell checking and proof
marling Same day service Betty

minimum 5 papas

247.8068, Santa Clara
WORD

PROCESSING letter

quality

printing, copies. etc
CECIL IA
(406)2234102
Word processing
$14 hr $250
per whichever Isle..’

EDITORIAL

SERVICES WP -Pages
need polishing, Get help from a

Spell gramme, check Wordprocessing-WordPerfect 5 I. posts

Theses

LISA’S TYPING &
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE

assist

ARE YOU CONCERNED about your
grade.’ 01 course you are A
neatly typed paper gets higher
oracle Error -free papers Impress
profs For this quality. call WRITE.
TYPE 1408)972 9430

9 under -grad Available dogs eves weekends by *opt Laser
printer Call ANNA
972-4992

HAS ROMANCE GONE from your Ills,
Now you can find love, romance,

quality people or you can record
your own rnesuge And wIth our

Too

WIll

Wes

papers legal documents
Call (408)994-5203 today’

punctuation
and
sentence structure (knowledgable on Tureblan. SPA & Campbell
formets) Equipment used Word
Perfect 9 UPI.., Jett, Consider-

TYPING

naming courses. Ell, Calculus
DE LA, Gen & 0-Chem. Physics.
etc 24 different books available al

or adventure as *sally as picking
up your phone Dist 976-2002 to
hem slx exciting messages from

& resumes
w grammar,

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
Unwanted
half removed forever by spaniel.
1s1 Confidential Your very own
probe 247.7486. 335 S Baywood
Ave , San Jose

openings for 3 and 4 year olds

security enMundry facilities
trance. carport cable hook-up.
790 S 11th St (or 290) 57259825 me Cell 288-9157, John or
Martha or please Inc. complete

CALL MRS MORTON at 266-9448 tor
EDITING A WORD PROCESSING
of term papers, research protects

ices Final draught preparation
(415) 841-5036

Cell 293-2288

student
term

Transcription services available
Almaden Etranehrn are* Phone
264-4504

EDITORIAL,

call Father Bob Leger or Slater
Judy Ryan 51 298.0204

FAST WORD PROCESSING’ 125 wpm
Quality guarrinteed Competitive

CALL LINDA TODAY for experienced.
professional word procestOng
Them., term proper, group pro(act* etc All formats Including
APA Laser printer Gulch return

SERVICES

6 30 8 CO PM, Campus Chrlstian
Center. 10th & San Cellos For
more Into about other activities

fliers elc ) Call PATRICIA In WIL
LOW GLEN (409) 266-5648 (Nave
message)

sublects for these*, petters. reports, resumes etc Free proofing Mt* storage 251-0449

(415)962-8801

CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY
MASS on Sunday evenings st

Professlonel Tech Editor whh
English Degree Word Processing
tall formats) and Desktop Pub
fishing (resumes.
newlettern.

ACADEMIC

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning el 1043 AM at
Campus ChriMlan Center 10th

CHILDCARE CAMPUS CENTER he

Entprs, 1545 W

Call KELLY at 377-1595 for

PERSONA Is part or an INT-L NETWORK with offices worldwide In
the Bay Area, we’re looking for
people Interested in Sales. Acct

Call

JISA MASTERCARD, No Credit Check
an exciting business opportunity’ FREE details, Diversified

school in Campbell Willow Glen
area

PERSONALS
tARE IT ALL! Stop shaving, waxing.
tweezing or using chemical depill.

my

cript laser printer Close to cam.
pus
P U. del
avail
Student
discount.
EDP Services 270
8014 EVELYN

to leave your phone number ore,
open line Call (408) 988-2523 for
free details Cell today’ Someone
Is welting to meet you,(408) (415)
976-2002 18’ only 52
toll. If
soy

BDRM HOUSE, Filly turn 12 blk
SJSU N srnkr uppr level student
only, MOO mo. call 297.7679

tortes Lan me permanently re.
move your unwonted heft (chln

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Classified

6400. San Mateo. Ca 94403
SECURITY OFFICERS"
NEED CASH,
CAVE SECURITY Is hiring for full
and part time positions
All shifts evellable
7 days week, 24 hrs day
CAVE IMAGING
1700 WYATT DR . SANTA CLARA
946-2263
SMALL OFFICE needs someone to answer phones, file stuff etc Mel
low atmosphere. leans ok Pan
limo-loll lime. hellhole Call 2363324
SMARTFOOD
WE RE EATING AMERICA!
Co-op opportunity for fun, oul.
going people w

new co

STUDENT

UNION
INFORMATION
CENTER is now hiring for work
study poItIon Contact the Stu.
dent Union Director’s OM.
COUNSELORS.

JOBS.

BoysGeom, W Massachusetts
Girls Camp. Maine Top Salary.
room board, laundry. travel el.
lowance Mull love likts and have
skill In one of Is,. following activities
Archery, Arts & Crete.
Basebell, Basketball. Blcychng,
Cheeleeding,
Drums,

Dance.

Fencing,

GNI.

i
I
1

Drama.
Gulfs,

Gymnastics Hockey. Horseback
. LeCrosets, Nature Nurse..
Photogrsphy, Plano, Radio. Rock -

Minimum three lines on one day

One

Day
3
4
5
6

Lines
Lines
Lines
Lines

$430
$5 30

Two
Days
$530

$6 30
$7 30
$8 25

1 EachAck,, ,.,Line

CAL

In field roktg
Accepting interviews
position
Foto 13-17 (415) 3824273 In meg
SNACKFOOD CO

SUMMER

oulimmiemimmimmEmimumimmiiiimimumemisimmoomiscommiimmmims. mi.
Print Your Ad Here
(Count apprownately 30 letters and spaces for each hnet
Ad Rates

S
I

I

$630

$720

Three
Days

Four
Days

Five
Days

$580
$6 80
$770

$605
$705
$805
$895

$635
$730
$825
$925

i Irrirriirrirlill
Ea=
Day
$1 10
$130
$$1145
60
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Semester Rates (All Issues

I

I

Pont Name

10-14 Lines $740

I15 Plus Lines $99 00
Phone 924-3277
I

I
Address

Phone_

c,ty 4 State

Zip

I

I

I
1 ,r
IEnclosed is $
Circle a Classification.
Services
Greek
Announcements
I
SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER
StereoTrav
Help Wanted
Automotive
OR CASH TO
Housing
Computers
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
Typing
Lost 8 Found
For Sale
San Jose State University
Personal
San Jose. California 95192.0149

I
II

%
*aim moommionmomminomiim

I
1

I

111.1111111J1J_I.

Add $100
$870

5-9 Lines $55 00

I

1111It

il

Days

I
1

Classified Desk Located inside WIN 102
Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publ cation dates only

No refunds on cancelled ads

I
I

i

i
mmosemoimmmimmommiimimmim soil,

SPARTAN DAILY

MONDAY, FEBRUARY

I

12.

1990

R.etnertiber your Sweetheart
February 12-17
Film

Clothin.

)14‘asteirtiilio

Clearance Sale

30% Off

Bring in your color film for
developing & printing at
the regular price. .Get a
Second Set of Prints

I

VASES, JEWELREY BOXES, MUGS,
BASKETS, DECORATIVE BAGS
& BOXES

Kodacolor, Fuji or other standard color print film
110, 126, 135 or Disc film sizes
Glossy borderless prints
Prints are dated
2/12-2/17

General Su

General Books

lies
ALL FRAMES

1

Slidell

II

FILL THESE CONTAINERS
WITH CANDY

FREE

Cand
I

DON’T LET YOUR
GIFT GO EMPTY!

2nd Set of Prints!

All Winter
Sweaters

CN

Gifts

9

1

ss s A Y 1, o s
HEART BOXES
OF CANDY FROM

VALENTINES TAFFY
Sugar Free

$3.25-$11.95

$4.55

HEART BOXED CHOCOLATE
Sugar Free

SPECIAL VALUES

in The General Supplies Department

LARGE SELECTION OF HARDCOVER
LITERATURE WITH CLASSICAL TITLES

Gemline & Burnes of Boston

Assorted Sizes and Styles

REASONABLY PRICED

30% Off

$7.50

$4.98-$12.98

Coftege Store restivaG
10am-6pm ON THE SIDEWALK

February 12-15

Gifts

Say Happy
Valentines’ Day The
contemporary
Way...

Electronics
College Store Festival
Februray 12th through 15th

TI 68

TICollegiate

Your Choice

TI 35+, BA-35,
TI 34SLR

Your choice

$49.95

$20.95

Register to win

Aiwa CSDXL25
Toshiba sound jacket
HP 215
Sharp Wizard

Also featuring Sharp, Casio, HP,
Sony, Aiwa, Eveready, TDK, etc...

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
T VALVES!

AMERICAN CiREETINGS
ii

Mater C aid

\\I

1ont

An .is

VISA
IrgEMINK

Limited to stock on hand

An Additional 10% Off Cash a Cheek purchases on the sidewalk only ,

Imp. I eqp.q.ilitrol

924-1800

B OHOOKUSRTSO.R E

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
*SERVICE IS OUR MAJOR*

MON-THURS
Fri
Sat

7:15a.m. - 7p.m.
7:15a.m. - 5p.m.
10a.m. - 4p.m.

